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Abstract: Citizen Relationship Management (CiRM) is one of the important matters in citizen-centric e-government. In fact, the most important purpose of e-government is to satisfy citizens. The ‘137 system’ is one of the most important ones based on the citizen-centric that is a municipality phone based request/response system. The aim of this research is a data-mining of a ‘137 system’ (citizens’ complaint system) of the first district of Bojnourd municipality in Iran, to prioritize the urban needs and to estimate citizens’ satisfaction. To reach this, the K-means and Bees Algorithms (BA) were used. Each of these two algorithms was executed using two different methods. In the first method, prioritization and estimation of satisfaction were done separately, whereas in the second method, prioritization and estimation of satisfaction were done simultaneously. To compare the clustering results in the two methods, an index was presented quantitatively. The results showed the superiority of the second method. The index of the second method for the first needs in K-means was 0.299 more than the first method and it was the same in two methods in BA. Also, the results of the BA clustering were better at it because of the S (silhouette) and CH (Calinski-Harabasz) indexes. Considering the final prioritization done by the two algorithms in two methods, the primary needs included asphalt, so specific schemes should be considered.  
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1. Introduction  
E-government is developing in today’s societies. Iran’s society is also not an exception, so it is necessary to carefully consider the concepts behind e-government [1]. The critical purpose of e-government is to manage governments more efficiently [2]. One of the important criteria of e-government is Citizen Relationship Management (CiRM) offering citizen-centric services [3]. Citizens are, in fact, the true owner of the governments. Therefore, it is logical that governments should be citizen-centric [4]. CiRM provides the information to specific people in a special time and with special methods. Through CiRM, organizations have an opportunity to manipulate and access up-to-date data collected by governments [5].
Some research has approved the usefulness of CiRM [6–8]. King mentioned CiRM as a basic element offering more citizen-centric public services to citizens [7]. The author suggested the use of CiRM in predicting the needs. Dasilva and Batista identified CiRM as a tool to increase the response time of governmental organizations [6]. Schellong and Langenberg used CiRM to predict natural hazards and emergencies like Wilma Hurricane [8].

There are two essential points about CiRM. First, how to have citizen-centric management. Some studies concentrated on how to implement Citizen Relationship in society. Sasaki et al. studied the required environmental changes to make a Centre of the CiRM [2]. In another study by Keramati et al. the success factors in the strategy of the CiRM were investigated, and some suggestions were presented to improve its implementation. They suggested that governments should present citizens’ science through a confirmed communication channel possible by the CiRM [5].

The second essential point about CiRM is to observe that the communication channels and governmental services are not the only tools to CiRM. Making channels for communication and mutual interaction between citizens and government is, however, necessary. Many governments improve their services in several ways, but different services and communication channels do not equally satisfy the citizen’s needs. The true realization of citizens’ needs and demands and offering the appropriate services related to the demands are significant and need to be discussed. In fact, CiRM is a mixture of managerial and technological topics, both influencing citizens’ needs. Using information technology, the needs of citizens could be appreciated better [1].

Using techniques and data-mining tools could be very useful. Data-mining helps related organizations like municipalities know the citizens better, to appreciate the differences among their needs; through this, they can more efficiently manage their resources and better coordinated concerning citizens. Data-mining could play a role in CiRM through improvement by offering urban services to citizens and enhancing their satisfaction [9].

Researchers are increasingly using large-scale administrative data such as 137 data gathered by municipalities to better comprehend urban issues and their patterns over time and space [10]. As citizens use various channels to increase their voice more frequently, it becomes difficult for citizens to comprehend the city’s urgent problems manually. ICT-enabled co-production aims to convert the architecture, system, and style of government management into a more citizen-centered and participatory strategy. Highly intelligent assessment of citizens’ demands and complaints can contribute to enhanced rates of service coordination and can assist officials in the decision-making mechanism. By extracting helpful patterns from big data, data analytics can provide information depictions. By extracting a couple of valuable pieces of information from big amounts of data, people can handle a relatively small amount of the information obtained to make inferences. Big data analysis is a helpful tool to comprehend realities by decreasing huge data to a small amount of valuable information. It can also help planners by using some widely known algorithms for descriptive purposes. For examples, clustering algorithms are used to organize the citizen’s service needs to groups. A couple of patterns recognized by these techniques provide perspectives that would not be evident using traditional approaches like manual scanning [11].

In Iran the municipality, as one of the most important organizations related to citizens, has a major role in offering urban services. Using information technology and telecommunication systems, this organization has made a ‘137 phone system’. This system is a centre for controlling, establishing and investing urban problems. It also acts as a bridge between the municipality and citizens. In the database of this system, useful data are saved concerning the services presented to the citizens. It can be investigated as an important and appropriate resource for the management of analytical relations with citizens [9].

Some studies analyzing ‘137 databases’ were performed. In a study done by Ahmadvand et al., 137 databases of Tehran municipality were used. In their study, the problems were firstly grouped by a K-means algorithm, and then the information related to citizens’ satisfaction with the services were analyzed by using association rules and an a priori algorithm. In addition, the relation between the parameters of citizens’ satisfaction with quality and speed of services was considered and also effective factors and conditions affecting the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the citizens were
determined [12]. Minaei-Bidgoli and Akhondzadeh did similar research to the previous one on ‘137 databases’ of Tehran municipality. In the mentioned study, association rules and an a priori algorithm were used. In the first section of their study, the relation between the type of problem, time and geographical zone was investigated. In the next section, the relations between the type of complaints and demographic features, the cultural features and the type of problem were investigated [13]. In another study performed by Akhondzade-Noughabi et al. on the ‘137 system’ of Tehran municipality, citizens’ complaints were categorized using a K-means algorithm. They also examined citizen satisfaction in their study [14]. The mentioned studies have some drawbacks. First, they only used one clustering algorithm, and thus way it is not possible to guarantee an optimum algorithm. The way the satisfaction analysis was quantified and the fact that the method and parameters were non-generalizable were some other drawbacks.

In previous studies, clustering was done based on frequency and recency, and in the next stage, satisfaction was analyzed based on obtaining clusters. They have ignored this point in CiRM; we are looking for needs, which have more frequency and recency and satisfaction to a lesser degree. In practice, this is our objective function in CiRM. In other words, the first method cannot provide a guarantee for achieving CiRM objectives. In this regard, when prioritization and satisfaction analysis is done simultaneously, the third factor is considered in prioritizing needs. Also, we want to know how much its effect on CiRM objective function and can help us to better satisfy that and has a deeper insight into citizens’ needs. These issues increase the importance of our study.

To categorize the needs, various algorithms can be used. During recent decades, some new algorithms were developed for solving different problems. Among these methods are meta-heuristic algorithms. Meta-heuristic algorithms have been used in different engineering and management issues [15]. Also, studies in CRM showed that meta-heuristic algorithms increase clustering quality. This makes sure that needs in the same cluster have a similar occurrence pattern [16].

A comparison of genetic, bees and K-mean algorithms for clustering was done in a study by Pham et al. From their results, the priority of the bees algorithm (BA) is on the dataset in clustering [17]. In another study, carried out by AbdelHamid et al. a comparison between BA, genetic algorithm and K-means in document clustering was done. Results showed the priority of BA [18].

Hubert et al. developed methods for clustering and visually exploring citizens’ complaints. They used the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) method for clustering. They used heat maps to depict the intensity of requests at geographical regions [19]. Wang et al. developed a method for classifying urban locations based on the categorical and temporal structure of 311 Service Requests. They provided an urban classifier to predict the socioeconomic and demographic features of a neighborhood and estimate the economic performance and prosperity of defined spatial units [20]. Xu et al. used a locally adaptive space-time kernel approach to model 311 requests. They provided an analytical model to predict 311 demands in space and time [21].

White and Trump examined applications of 311 data for the purpose of studying citizens’ political participation and engagement [22]. Hagen et al. discussed the potential advantages and constraints of 311 data and analytics outcomes. They took a clustering approach to group together tracts that share similar 311 request patterns by implementing K-means clustering. They investigated to what extent 311 request patterns can reveal socio-demographic structures. As a result, they found that 311 service request patterns indicate underlying socio-demographic factors within the area [11]. Liu et al., used a factor analysis method for identifying different requests. They also mapped the spatial distribution of each request type. They used Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) for factor analysis and used Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) for spatial analysis. They examined the change of spatial distributions of each type of request. In other words, they analyzed the spatial and temporal patterns of complaint [10].

In CRM, due to customer’s diverse interests and backgrounds, mass marketing cannot satisfy the needs. Therefore, market segmentation has been considered in realizing prosperous modern marketing patterns [16]. We can also develop this concept in governmental agencies. In this research, there were three factors to consider: request frequency (F), request recency (R), and satisfaction (executive function). We used the RFM model to identify and prioritize the requirements. Regarding
citizen relationship management, the issues related to finance are not important; we can use satisfaction and executive function for revenue [14].

In this research, the ‘137 databases’ of Bojnourd city, which is located in north-east of Iran, is analyzed. We utilized data-mining and CiRM approach for identification and prioritization of the citizen requirements, as well as how much their satisfaction is. This research used two methods. In the first, such as the study done by Ghodousi et al. [23], prioritizing and estimating the satisfaction was done separately, but in the second method, through a new approach, optimizing and estimating the satisfaction was done simultaneously and the result was compared based on CiRM objectives. In this research, BA was used to optimize the clustering. In addition, the result of K-means as a popular clustering algorithm [14], and BA was compared.

2. Basics of the Used Algorithms

The objective of the clustering is to perform a partition where, despite the fact that maximum homogeneity exists among the members of the group, the maximum difference has been seen among various groups [24]. In this research, K-means and BA were applied for clustering the citizen needs (complaints). The following sections depict the necessary concepts of these algorithms.

2.1. K-Means Algorithms

K-means algorithm has attracted so much attention in partitioning clustering algorithms and its simplicity has attracted many studies to be conducted upon. The starting centres and the number of clusters have led to the accuracy of this algorithm [18]. Figure 1 depicts the procedure of this method.

![Flowchart of K-means algorithm](image)

2.2. Bees Algorithm

Optimization algorithms, like genetic algorithm, bees algorithm and so on, were used to solve optimality problems. In this research, the bees algorithm was used. In this algorithm, the food exploring behavior of a honey bee colony was imitated [26]. This algorithm is a population-based search one, and the inspiration comes from the honey bee behavior when they try to collect food.
resources around their hive in the best way possible [27]. This algorithm stands on a type of neighborhood search, integrated with a random search [28].

At the start of the algorithm, scout bees were placed randomly in the search space. On the onset the finesses of the sites which were visited by the scout bees were evaluated using the fitness function [20]. Next, bees that possess the highest fitness values were chosen as “selected bees” and sites seen by them were preferred for neighborhood search. The algorithm kept searching around the selected sites, allocating more bees to search around optimal sites (elite sites). Searches around the neighborhood of elite sites were made more concise by recruitment more bees to search around them than other selected bees. The algorithm assigned rest of the bees randomly to the search space scouting for new solutions. These phases were repeated until stopping criteria were satisfied [29]. The process of this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

![Diagram flowchart of BA](https://example.com/image.png)

**Figure 2.** Diagram flowchart of BA [30].

3. Materials and Methods

In many studies [31–33], citizen satisfaction data has been gathered through qualitative measurement by survey questionnaires. The survey has a weakness which uses a limited amount of sample data and one cannot verify whether the survey represents the people’s true thoughts. On the other hand, one can overcome the survey’s drawbacks by using social network data that contains people’s opinions [34]. However, in many places, people are self-conscious about their privacy and are often unwilling to share their location for deeper analysis. On the other hand, one can solve the survey’s disadvantages by the analysis of ‘137 databases’ which consists of a citizen’s frank opinions.

In this study, the database of ‘137 centres’ in Bojnourd municipality was utilized. The raw data were provided in Excel format by the IT department of the Bojnourd municipality. The data is not shared publicly. The data belong to District 1 of Bojnourd city for the month of July 2014. The Bojnourd 137 system has a relatively medium quantity of requests, averaging over 50 requests per day, for over 1500 requests in this period. The fields of ‘137 databases were the Tracking Code,
Subject, Region, Date, Time and Executive response. Figure 3 shows the overall methodology applied in this research.
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Figure 3. Overall methodology of the study.
In the proposed method, the data was gathered and preprocessed, then it was transformed into a suitable format for clustering. After applying various algorithms with different methods, needs prioritization was defined next. In preparing the data, the impartial and repetitive data were deleted from the database, and those capable of filling up based on other fields were rebuilt. The data was primarily in the Persian language. Each country uses a different complaint/request coding convention, thus there is little consistency in the classification of particular complaint types. The research of Akhondzadeh-Noughabi et al. was used to translate the categories into English. The problem regarding urban were classified into 43 subjects; then, the number of contacts and recency and the mean of the relevant number to the executive response were made out for every subject. Ten subjects were without occurrence, while there were some requests for 33 issues. The reasons for having 10 subjects without reports were the temporal and spatial conflict with a time period and location of the study area. The temporal and spatial conflicting with a time period and location of the study explained why the 10 subjects were without reports. Actually, these issues did not take place in the study area for issues related to culture. According to the suggestion by Akhondzadeh et al. the best number of grouping for urban needs was 5, so this number was selected for this research [14].

According to Figure 3, two methods were executed. In the first method, similar to previous studies [12, 17], concerning the prioritization of urban needs and estimation of satisfaction, needs were prioritized. First, this it was carried out according to the two factors of frequency and recency, and then the estimation of satisfaction was performed. In the second method, the need prioritization and clustering were done based on three factors (frequency, recency and executive response mean) and the satisfaction estimation was also done simultaneously. Then, the results of the two methods of prioritization in reaching CiRM objectives were compared.

In this study, three factors were utilized, which are known as the three RFM parameters: the first one is time interval or “recency” (R): the time interval between the first request of a subject and the last one within a month. The second one is frequency (F): the count of citizens’ contacts in case of an issue in a month. Finally, executive response means (M): the general function of the executive (for instance jobs done, impossible to carry out, needs more time to do, no response and so on). This factor was the result of the mean of all the responses provided by the executives for an issue within a month; which is quantified for better analysis.

Regarding the needs, prioritizing was performed within a month; the second-criteria range is 0 to 30. Subsequently examining different modes for answering to an issue, the classification of the third factor into four class was conducted according to the quality of executive response (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No response was utilized by the executive. The user’s request is not examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The request is investigated, but it cannot be measure out because of some factors such as budget constraints, or contravention of the act, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The examined problem can be reached by the executive, but it needs time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The request was examined and a solution was found by the executive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subjects of further priorities (primary needs) have more frequency and recency and also less executive response (the definition for the objective of CiRM should be provided, based on these rules). Therefore, it should be specific measurements for these subjects. In other words, one should prioritize based on the type of subjects, the time of occurrence patterns and the performance of the executive. The RFM priority analysis highlighted more citizen-centric and assists decision-makers to revise their strategies [14].

**Modeling of BA**

In this section, the clustering of subjects and urban problems are formulated in the context of the BA optimization algorithm:
Defining the problem and optimality (fitness) function: The aim is to divide subjects and urban problems into clusters. In addition, the centres and a number of subjects related to each cluster are unknown. The fitness function is defined as all the elements of a subject’s distance to the nearest centre according to the second norm (Equation (1)) [23]:

\[ \min \sum_{j=1}^{n} \min_{i} |x_i - w_j| \]  

In this relationship, \( x_i \) were the subjects consisting of a frequency, recency, and the value of executive response and \( w_j \) are unknowns (i.e., the centres of the clusters). To measure the distance to the nearest centre, at first the distance to all of the centres was calculated, then the lowest value was selected.

Create the initial population: firstly, \( n \) (for example, 30) scout bees were considered for the first population. For defining each bee, \( n \) centres were considered randomly in the space. Each centre defines a cluster. Then, the subjects were distributed in these clusters (centres) based on the least distance. The fitness of bee was the reciprocal of the sum of these distances [35].

Selecting better responses and sending the worker bees to them: half of the solutions, i.e., 15 bees were considered as the better responses and six of them were chosen as an elite response. To each of the elite responses, 30 bees were assigned, and the best was chosen. Nine bees were given to those designated as not elite, among which the best was selected.

Defining the neighborhood: for each of the sites (responses) having some worker bees regarding being elite or being selected; a centre was chosen randomly and the width of the space of 0.1 was transferred. As it went forward, this amount was multiplied by 0.99 to close the optimal response with a small step, so the speed of performance increased [35].

Comparing all the bees of a site and selecting the best: for each site, all the bees and the neighboring bees, which have been created, were compared and the best was selected.

Replacing the non-selected sites: those bees not selected were deleted, and replaced by random solutions.

Investigating stop condition (the number of a specific iteration): in case of reaching a specific number of iterations.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Results of K-Means

In this part, the results of the first method and the second method based on the K-means algorithm is shown.

4.1.1. First Method

In this section, clustering, prioritizing the citizens’ complaints (needs) and satisfaction analysis are provided according to the K-means algorithm.

Clustering

The findings of clustering are illustrated in Table 2 based on two factors (frequency and recency), which use K-means algorithm in the first method.
Table 2. The findings of clustering using K-means algorithm in the first method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency Mean</th>
<th>Recency Mean</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>16.167</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>14.625</td>
<td>27.125</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>1.857</td>
<td>2.857</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>45.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>130.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 3, more details of clustering were offered using K-means algorithm in the first method. Two parameters which include the mean of requests during a day and the mean of the time interval between two requests were added. These two factors were computed through Equations (2) and (3) [23]:

\[
\text{mean request for each day} = \frac{\text{number of days in a month}}{\text{Frequency}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{mean time interval between two request} = \frac{1}{\text{mean request for each day}} \tag{3}
\]

Table 3. More details of clustering using K-means algorithm in the first method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency (F)</th>
<th>Recency (R)</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean (M)</th>
<th>Mean Request for Each Day (MF)</th>
<th>Mean Time Interval between Two Request (MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>2 &lt; F &lt; 7</td>
<td>11 &lt; R &lt; 20</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 0.437</td>
<td>0.066 &lt; MF &lt; 0.233</td>
<td>4.291 &lt; MT &lt; 15.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>6 &lt; F &lt; 25</td>
<td>23 &lt; R &lt; 30</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.28</td>
<td>0.200 &lt; MF &lt; 0.833</td>
<td>1.200 &lt; MT &lt; 5.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>1 &lt; F &lt; 4</td>
<td>0 &lt; R &lt; 9</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.000</td>
<td>0.033 &lt; MF &lt; 0.133</td>
<td>7.510 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>35 &lt; F &lt; 59</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>0.170 &lt; M &lt; 1.372</td>
<td>1.160 &lt; MF &lt; 1.966</td>
<td>0.501 &lt; MT &lt; 0.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>F = 130</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>M = 0.015</td>
<td>MF = 4.333</td>
<td>MT = 0.230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prioritizing the Subjects Based on the Clustering

Due to limited resources and time, satisfying all citizens’ needs cannot be done simultaneously. Therefore, necessary and important needs should be identified and prioritized for actions [31]. It is notable that understanding citizens’ critical needs is very significant in CiRM, as this assists the municipality authorities to adopt better solutions.

After clustering based on the frequency and recency factors, priorities should be assigned to the needs:

**Primary needs:** Clusters of 4 and 5 include a high frequency and recency so that they happen every four hours. They were substituted in the same group and categorized as the first needs. Cluster 5 has nearly 25 percent of the requests, and there are between 12 to 21 requests-hour of cluster 4 subjects.

**Secondary needs:** the second cluster is regarded as less important than the fourth and fifth clusters because of its less frequency and recency, but, it is more important than the first and the third clusters, so the issues related to this cluster belong to the second needs, and there is a request every 1 to 5 days.

**Uncommon needs:** Issues of the first and third clusters have a very low frequency and recency and refer to the minor needs. That is why these two clusters were considered as uncommon needs. The problems of this group happened less because of the smallness of the city and the data collection time period (early summer) and most of them occurred just once in a month.

The findings of clustering and prioritization using K-means algorithm in the first method are shown in Figure 4.
In the bottom of Figure 4 clusters and subjects that are included, using the K-means algorithm in the first method are presented. Also, in the top left of Figure 4, clusters with their frequency mean, recency mean and the executive response means are presented. The horizontal axis represents the frequency, the vertical axis represents recency, and the radius of clusters relates to the executive response mean. For example, for cluster 5, Figure 4 indicates that frequency mean is recency mean, but the executive response mean is low. In addition, in the top right of Figure 4, the findings of prioritization using the K-means algorithm in the first method are presented.

The Satisfaction and Performance Analysis

Each successful organization wants to offer services that provide citizen satisfaction [31]. In this section, the satisfaction was analyzed.

After sending their requests to ‘137 centres’, the requests went to an employee. After fulfilling the job, a response was sent to ‘137 operators’ and the report was revised.

For each of primary, secondary and uncommon needs the executive response was measured out and is presented in Table 4. For calculating the mean of executive response, the weighted response was utilized (Equation (4)) [23]:

\[ t = \frac{\sum_i m_i \times n_i \times p_i}{\sum_i m_i \times n_i} \]  

where, \( i \) is the number of clusters in each needed priority, \( t \) is the mean of the executive response for each of the needed group, \( m_i \) is the frequency mean of each cluster in a priority, \( n_i \) is the count of cluster cases and \( p_i \) is the response of cluster executive.
Table 4. The mean of executive response to various need groups using K-means algorithm in the first method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Mean of Executive Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary needs</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary needs</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncommon needs</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Investigating the executive performance and analyzing the satisfaction for the three groups, it was seen that the mean of executive response for each of the three groups yields a low number. The reasons might be related to the system error (as a result of it could not store responses from executives) or the executive’s error or even unacceptable performance of executives. However, primary needs reveal a low amount; although many problems exist, the municipality did not have good performance. Considering the high number of the mean of executive response to secondary needs, the municipality can heed the primary needs.

4.1.2. Second Method

In this section with a suggested method, the satisfaction analysis and needs clustering was done simultaneously. In this section, three factors were used for clustering. After the clustering, the mean of frequency, the mean of the recency, and the mean of executive function for each cluster and the number of its members were calculated. In Table 5, the clustering of the K-means algorithm of the second method is presented.

Table 5. Findings of clustering using K-means algorithm in the second method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency Mean</th>
<th>Recency Mean</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>11.658</td>
<td>23.976</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>29.655</td>
<td>24.651</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>4.908</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>22.475</td>
<td>28.995</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>130.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 6, the more details of clustering are provided while the K-means algorithm was used in the second method. As Table 3 shows, the mean of requests in a day and the mean of recency between two requests were added. This table can also be useful for prioritizing needs.

Table 6. The more precise details of clustering using K-means algorithm in the second method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency (F)</th>
<th>Recency (R)</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean (M)</th>
<th>Mean Request for Each Day (MF)</th>
<th>Mean Time Interval between Two Request (MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>1 &lt; F &lt; 4</td>
<td>0 &lt; R &lt; 13</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.000</td>
<td>0.033 &lt; MF &lt; 0.133</td>
<td>7.518 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>35 &lt; F &lt; 59</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>0.170 &lt; M &lt; 1.372</td>
<td>1.166 &lt; MF &lt; 1.966</td>
<td>0.508 &lt; MT &lt; 0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>2 &lt; F &lt; 10</td>
<td>16 &lt; R &lt; 29</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.660</td>
<td>0.066 &lt; MF &lt; 0.330</td>
<td>3.000 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>15 &lt; F &lt; 25</td>
<td>23 &lt; R &lt; 30</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.200</td>
<td>0.500 &lt; MF &lt; 0.833</td>
<td>1.200 &lt; MT &lt; 2.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>F = 130</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>M = 0.015</td>
<td>MF = 4.333</td>
<td>MT = 0.230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prioritization was done according to clustering that was carried out based on three factors and satisfaction rate and performance are evaluated simultaneously. The results of the prioritization are as follows:

Primary needs: The frequency and recency of cluster 5 are very high and the executive response is very low and it includes almost 25 percent of the requests. Therefore, cluster 5 is certainly one of
the first needs. The centers of 4 and 5 have the least distance with each other. The frequency and recency of cluster 4 are high and the executive response is average. Considering the executive response that is associated with citizens’ satisfaction, it is discovered that the mean of executive response to these groups is 0.273, which is a low number. The municipality, due to the high frequency and recency and low executive response rate in this group, should adopt special measures.

**Secondary needs:** Cluster 2 has a high frequency and recency, and executive response to them is high. As it was mentioned, since there are higher levels of frequency and recency and the level of executive response was lower, it demands to have top priority. However, the second cluster has a high frequency and recency, but due to the high degree of executive responses, it was placed in the secondary needs. It can be considered as the cluster where the executives have better performance; therefore, citizens were more satisfied. The municipality should pay attention to this matter. The average executive response for this group is 0.589, which is higher than any other group.

**Uncommon needs:** Cluster 1 consists of a very low frequency and a very low mean of recency. The subjects of cluster 3 produced an average frequency and recency, and their executive response was low, so it was assigned as uncommon needs.

The findings of clustering and prioritization using the K-means algorithm in the second method are shown in Figure 5.

### 4.2. Results of BA

In this part, the results of the first and second method based on BA are presented.

#### 4.2.1. The First Method

In this part, the clustering, prioritizing the needs, and satisfaction analysis based on BA are presented.

**Clustering**

The finding of clustering is shown based on two factors (frequency and recency) using BA in the first method in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency Mean</th>
<th>Recency Mean</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>18.648</td>
<td>27.994</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>25.000</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>41.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>130.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>1.962</td>
<td>3.956</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 8, the more details of clustering were presented using BA in the first method. In this Table, the mean of requests in a day and the mean of recency between two requests are indicated.
Table 8. The more details of clustering using BA in the first method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency (F)</th>
<th>Recency (R)</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean (M)</th>
<th>Mean Request for Each Day (MF)</th>
<th>Mean Time Interval between Two Request (MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>10 &lt; F &lt; 42</td>
<td>23 &lt; R &lt; 30</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.280</td>
<td>0.333 &lt; MF &lt; 1.400</td>
<td>0.714 &lt; MT &lt; 3.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>2 &lt; F &lt; 8</td>
<td>18 &lt; R &lt; 27</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.660</td>
<td>0.066 &lt; MF &lt; 0.266</td>
<td>3.760 &lt; MT &lt; 15.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>35 &lt; F &lt; 59</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>0.170 &lt; M &lt; 1.372</td>
<td>1.166 &lt; MF &lt; 1.966</td>
<td>0.508 &lt; MT &lt; 0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>F = 130</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>M = 0.015</td>
<td>MF = 4.333</td>
<td>MT = 0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>1 &lt; F &lt; 4</td>
<td>0 &lt; R &lt; 13</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.000</td>
<td>0.033 &lt; MF &lt; 0.133</td>
<td>7.518 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Findings of clustering and prioritization using K-means algorithm in the second method.

Prioritizing Needs

After the clustering according to frequency and recency is obtained, the two should be prioritized:

Primary needs: The two clusters of 4 and 3 have a high frequency and recency; there is an occurrence every four hours and they include more than 50 percent of the requests, while this group only includes about 10% of subjects. The subjects occurred from the beginning to the end of the month.

Secondary needs: Clusters 1 and 2 have a rather average mean of frequency and recency. The centers of these two clusters have the least distance with each other. The repeatability of a subject related to this group is on average between 12 h to 15 days, which indicates the importance of this group.

Uncommon needs: The fifth cluster has a relatively low frequency and recency so they are assigned to the uncommon needs. This group includes 4 percent of the total reports. These topics occur every 7 to 30 days.
The results of clustering and prioritization using BA in the first method are shown in Figure 6. For each of the primary, secondary and the uncommon needs, the mean of the executive responses is calculated and is presented in Table 9.

![Figure 6. Results of clustering and prioritization using BA algorithm in the first method.](image)

**Table 9.** Mean of executive response for different needs using BA in the first method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Mean of Executive Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary needs</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary needs</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncommon needs</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Satisfaction and Performance Analysis**

Examining the executive performance and analyzing satisfaction for the three groups, it is seen that the mean of the amount of executive response for three groups is a low number. The reasons might be the system fault, the executive’s error, or even unacceptable performance of executives. However, the first need requires the least value of the mean of executive response, which indicates while there are many problems; the municipality did not have an acceptable performance toward them.

4.2.2. The Second Method

The results of the proposed method, the clustering analysis and satisfaction of needs at one stage are shown in Table 10. In Table 11 the more details of clustering are presented using BA in the second method.
Table 10. Results of clustering using BA in the second method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency Mean</th>
<th>Recency Mean</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>41.514</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>3.525</td>
<td>6.966</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>14.849</td>
<td>26.475</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>130.000</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>1.935</td>
<td>5.491</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. The more details of clustering using BA in the second method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Frequency (F)</th>
<th>Recency (R)</th>
<th>Executive Response Mean (M)</th>
<th>Mean Request for Each Day (MF)</th>
<th>Mean Time Interval between Two Request (MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1</td>
<td>25 &lt; F &lt; 59</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>1.280 &lt; M &lt; 1.372</td>
<td>0.833 &lt; MF &lt; 1.966</td>
<td>0.064 &lt; MT &lt; 1.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2</td>
<td>1 &lt; F &lt; 6</td>
<td>0 &lt; R &lt; 27</td>
<td>1.000 &lt; M &lt; 1.660</td>
<td>0.033 &lt; MF &lt; 0.200</td>
<td>5.000 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster3</td>
<td>2 &lt; F &lt; 41</td>
<td>16 &lt; R &lt; 30</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 0.764</td>
<td>0.066 &lt; MF &lt; 1.366</td>
<td>0.732 &lt; MT &lt; 15.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster4</td>
<td>F = 130</td>
<td>R = 30</td>
<td>M = 0.015</td>
<td>MF = 4.333</td>
<td>MT = 0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster5</td>
<td>1 &lt; F &lt; 4</td>
<td>0 &lt; R &lt; 13</td>
<td>0.000 &lt; M &lt; 0.500</td>
<td>0.033 &lt; MF &lt; 0.133</td>
<td>7.519 &lt; MT &lt; 30.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prioritization was done according to clustering based on three factors simultaneously. The satisfaction rate and performance were then evaluated. The prioritization results are as follows:

**Primary needs:** The fourth cluster has a high frequency and recency and a very low executive response so that every six hours there is a report in this cluster. Therefore, it is of very necessary and categorized as primary needs. Cluster 1 has a high frequency and recency in a way that the occurrence of the subject reported in this cluster is one case a day at least. Clusters 1 and 4 have three subjects of the total subjects (33), but contain 36 percent of all the requests. They are considered as primary needs. The mean of executive response for this is 0.524 which is almost a low value, and the municipality should do what it takes to solve the problem.

**Secondary needs:** The third cluster has an average frequency and recency and low executive response. This cluster could be the most significant after clusters 1 and 4, so it is categorized as secondary needs. This group possesses most of the subjects in a number of cases in which it includes 60 percent of the reported subjects. There are between 2 to 41 requests of these subjects during the month. The mean of executive response was 0.244 for this group.

**Uncommon needs:** The second cluster has a low frequency and recency and a high executive response. Seldom did a request that belonged to this cluster occur during the month; however, it was examined by the executive. Therefore, it is categorized as uncommon needs. Cluster 5 has a very low frequency, recency and executive response and it includes about 3 percent of the total requests, so it is placed in the uncommon needs’ rank. The mean of executive response for this group is 0.495.

The results of clustering and prioritization using the bees algorithm in the second method is shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7, the output of every algorithm in the two methods is shown.

![Figure 7. Results of clustering and prioritization using BA algorithm in the second method.](image)
Considering the outputs in Figure 8, in the first method the result of K-means clustering is different from BA. In the second method the subjects being the same in frequency and recency are not in the same clustering and the mean of executive performance has been effective in the performed clustering.

4.3. Comparing the First and Second Methods

The aim of this part is to compare the first and second methods of every algorithm. Considering the results of K-means in the first method (Table 3), which was based on two clustering factors, it could be observed the domain of change of frequency and recency for clustering is less than the method according to three factors (Table 6), but the range of changes in the executive response degree is more in a way the domain of changes of executive function reaches to 1.280 in the first method, but in the second method, it is still less than one. Like the K-means algorithm, in BA, in the first method which was based on two factors of clustering, the domain of frequency changes and recency for clusters are less than the method to be clustered based on three factors, but the domain of changes in executive function degree is more.

Now if the difference, in terms of the priority and performance analysis, between the two methods is investigated, it can be seen in the first method of K-means and BA, the difference of executive function between different prioritization are so low. However, in the second method of these two algorithms, the variances between the values of executive response in prioritization has more difference. As it was mentioned, needs with more frequency and recency and less executive response will have more priority. This subject in the second method in prioritization is more significant. For example, in the first method of K-means park and green space, is the primary needs for a high frequency, but in the second method it is considered as the secondary needs because of the highness of executive response degree. On the contrary, in the second method, subjects like cleaning, urban disturbances, and sports sites have less citizen satisfaction due to a weak executive performance and are of the first priorities. For example, in BA, in the first method, collecting and installing and cleaning as having a high frequency categorized as first needs, but it is categorized secondary needs in the second method.

The basis of the prioritization is that any need having a high frequency, recency, and a low executive function belongs to the first needs. So comparing the two methods, the prioritization is investigated, and the done prioritization in each method is estimated according to the mentioned conditions.

In this study, to quantify the prioritization by each method, each of the three factors was given the same value. The difference is that the value of the frequency factor and recency is (+1/3), but the value of the executive response is (−1/3). In Table 12, the mean of frequency, recency, and executive response for each of the priorities are presented for each method for the two algorithms.
Table 12. The mean of frequency, recency and executive response for each of the priorities, each for two algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>K-Means</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency Mean</td>
<td>Recency Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First method</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>66.250</td>
<td>30.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>14.625</td>
<td>27.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>2.999</td>
<td>9.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second method</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>37.836</td>
<td>29.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>14.658</td>
<td>24.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>4.908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 12 should be normalized so that each parameter has a similar effect on the calculation of the final priority. After normalizing, the mean of frequency and recency are multiplied by (+1/3) and the mean of the executive response is multiplied by (−1/3) then they add up to each other in which 0.666 is the most amount for every priority. The method is better at priority when its primary priorities are close to this number and its uncommon needs are close to zero. The results are listed in Table 13.

Table 13. The result of proposed index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Result of Index in K-Means</th>
<th>Result of Index in BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First method</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>second</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second method</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>second</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the results of Table 13, the minor needs in the two methods for each algorithm are zero, but the primary needs in the second method have a higher number than the first method. It shows the second method’s superiority. Also, the secondary needs in the second method have a higher number than the first method. The result is better when the index of secondary needs is far from the primary and uncommon needs. Accordingly, in each of the two algorithms, the second method of prioritization has the best acts.

4.4. Comparing K-Means and BA

In order to compare the algorithms from the cost function, the results of prioritization and clustering validation were used.

4.4.1. Result of Prioritization

In this section, two algorithms which were done for prioritization are investigated. Considering the results of Table 13, the index of the primary needs of K-means algorithms in two methods is better than BA. The K-means had a better performance. It can be observed that BA algorithms in prioritization and then in clustering in the second method could not repeat the success of the first method.

4.4.2. Clustering Validation

The most important aim of this part was to discover the different capacity of algorithms for clustering to divide different urban needs.
Cluster validation is a term related to the process of evaluating clustering results. There are numerous different indexes for allocating to a different algorithm performance for clustering the data. They can be used to compare how well various data clustering algorithms behave on a set of data [36]. In this study, Calinski-Harabasz index and Silhouette index were utilized for comparing clustering quality.

Calinski-Harabasz (CH) is an index based on the concept of analysis of variance between groups (ANOVA). It is a ratio type index where the cohesion is calculated according to the distances from the points in clusters to their centroids [36,37]. There is no particular limit for CH. It means that the more CH is, the better the clustering is [37].

The Silhouette width is a ratio-type index, which rests on comparing the within-cluster cohesion, based on the distance to all entities in the same cluster, to the cluster separation [38]. The silhouette value for each point is a measure of how similar that point is to the ones in its own cluster when compared to points in other clusters [39].

The silhouette value ranges from $-1$ to $+1$. The closer it is to 1, the better the clustering is done. In this research, the average Silhouette value of all points is used as a measure of overall clustering quality.

In Table 14, CH index and S is provided for each algorithm in two methods. It should be mentioned that the result of clustering is so relevant to the first position. So the finding presented in this table for two indexes is the performance mean of 5-times on algorithms run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Algorithm</th>
<th>First Method</th>
<th>Second Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>24,163</td>
<td>159.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>25,234</td>
<td>161.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The higher the amount of CH and S, the better the clustering, so the BA had a better performance. Also, in the first method, these two indexes for BA are considerably better than the K-means algorithm, but in the second method, there are almost the same.

5. Conclusions

Cities can be seen as a complex systems comprising multiple levels of operation and relationships across different urban domains, so it is rather hard to discover a parsimonious depiction of civic function. However, city managers, policymakers and other kinds of social participants, including companies and shareholders, could profit from an intuitive proxy of neighborhood circumstances across the city. Simultaneously, such simple indices could provide useful data to help municipal decision-making. As the quantity and heterogeneity of urban data have increased, data mining has become a feasible tool to enhance our understanding of civic space to guide urban management and strategy. These data are commonly referred to as 137 requests in Iran, and represent a broad variety of issues posed by urban inhabitants, providing a distinctive measure of perceived local quality of life across space and time. These data, therefore, serve as a helpful tool for knowing the provision of critical urban services and circumstances in the neighborhood [20].

Citizen Relationship Management (CiRM) is one of the key issues in citizen-centered e-government. E-governance can be extremely helpful in enhancing government operating effectiveness and enhancing the provision and quality of public service. Citizen-centered strategies such as Citizen Relationship Management (CiRM) will allow organizations to attain vital
effectiveness profits, improve rates of service delivery, increase citizens’ use of public facilities, and improve the standard of living [40].

The main aim of this research was data-mining of a citizens’ complaint system, to prioritize the urban needs and to estimate citizens’ satisfaction. In this study, two methods for clustering, prioritizing the needs and estimating the satisfaction were implemented. In the first method, the needs, firstly, were prioritized according to two factors of frequency and recency and then the estimation of satisfaction was done. In the second method, through a new approach, the need prioritization and clustering was done according to three factors, and the estimation of satisfaction was done simultaneously. In the first method, if we want to estimate the primary needs, it is possible that the third condition (lowness of the executive response) is not satisfied; however, the increase in the frequency change domain and recency is one of the faults in the second method. In this study, to compare the clustering in the two methods, a quantitative index was presented. The result of the comparison of parameters showed the second method’s superiority. The index of the second method for the primary needs in K-means method was 0.299 more than the first method and in BA was the same in both methods.

The second proposed method could be used as a new method to prioritize. The municipality can use this method to identify citizens’ needs and estimate their satisfaction. In this research, two algorithms, K-means and BA, were used for clustering. To compare the results of these two CH and S indexes were used. BA had a higher CH and S index. Therefore, it was better in clustering. According to the final prioritization done by the two algorithms in two methods, the primary needs included asphalt, so specific schemes should be considered. Subjects like streams, sidewalks and roads, repair and maintenance, suggestions and plans, blockages, taxis, complaints, animals, parking and guards, traffic concerns, safety, municipality employee, urban street cleaning, municipality workers, tax and audits and buses are among secondary needs and uncommon needs were related to subjects like traffic regulation, illegal ads collection, old cars collection, cemeteries, cultural concerns, social concerns, water blockages, old part reconstruction and canals. Subjects like cleaning, building and construction, sport sites, urban disturbance, garbage, park and green land and collection and installation were among those needs that in both methods and algorithms have not shown a unitary priority and have varied between primary and secondary needs.

With the aid of the results, planners can analyze citizen service data to get a clearer knowledge of citizen satisfaction with municipal services performance. Also, they can identify citizens’ service needs and provide important information to government administrators. Furthermore, the results of algorithms can increase the effectiveness of city plans by informing short- and long-term resource allocation policies. The outcomes help to recognize what issues need immediate action. The results of prioritization can also be used as quantitative indicators of the perception of citizens on different urban-related issues. The findings can also be used to find the most affected regions. They can be used to design strategies for timely and proactively enhancing the service infrastructure in a community. This also leads to better use of government funds through smarter actions and stronger investments with measurable quantitative effects. This can inform the local government to be prepared for emergencies by knowing possible high demands on specific requests in particular areas. Our results demonstrate the importance of descriptive results in offering new perspectives into the needs of citizens.

6. Recommendations

Some issues and aspects were not considered in this study. The development of the method to incorporate these aspects can be the subject of future work.

In this research, in the presented index, the factors’ weight is considered the same. Regarding the municipality policies, the importance of this is changeable, so it is better to develop the model by considering a weight for factors.

The policies and plans which are adopted by the municipality are used throughout the city, while in this research the first district of Bojnourd city is under study. The results of this study can be
helpful in deciding to plan for the first district municipality. However, these results cannot be used to decide and plan throughout the Bojnourd city, so it is better to data-mine throughout the city.

Other data analytics can be used to describe data by extracting useful patterns from 137 data. Association rule mining can be used to find pairs of request types that are frequently occurred together. Topic modeling can extract naturally emerging topics from large volumes of 137 text data. Also, 137 data can be used to assist policy decisions by making a prediction of an unknown future. 137 data can be used to investigate subjective perceptions of neighborhoods disorders.

Future research can also classify and analyze the spatial and temporal patterning of complaints across the city. In other words, they can predict the spatial and temporal variations of demand to optimally allocate resources and staff, reduce response time, and allow long-term dynamic planning. Another future research subject would be to examine the relationship between the concentration of complaints in a specific area and the socioeconomic characteristics and environmental features of those regions. Also for future research, 137 data can be combined with additional sources of data such as citizen opinions reflected in social media and prioritize citizens’ needs more comprehensively.
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